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Peer-to-peer (P2P) ridesharing services are an emerging travel
option in California. However, prior ridesharing research suggests
that the demand for ridesharing is usually diverted away from
transit, while its true social and environmental benefits are
obtained only if the demand is transferred away from private
auto travel. For successful ridesharing, strategically selecting
locations for individuals to access rideshare vehicles is crucial, in
addition to the pricing structure for rides. These can be adjusted
dynamically based on the feedback from today’s app-users.
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WHAT WAS OUR GOAL?

Completion Date: May 1, 2016

The goal of this study was to provide a real-time multi-hop
P2P ridesharing mobile application along with accompanying
analysis so that key insights could be gained on the potential that
ridesharing services have in augmenting transit demand.
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WHAT DID WE DO?
This project evaluated the potential of promoting ridesharing as
a demand generator for transit by incorporating transit station
transfers into the travel routes suggested by the real-time
ride-matching algorithms used in P2P ridesharing services. A
simulation was conducted with this algorithm so that certain
metrics such as transit demand augmentation potential, station
efficiency and pricing sensitivity could be evaluated and utilized
to develop a computationally efficient mobile application. A
parametric study of the application of real-time ride-matching
algorithms using simulated demand was conducted in conjunction
with the SCAG model for the LA Metro Red Line service area.
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WHAT WAS THE OUTCOME?
The results of the project found that a range of
distance-based ridesharing fares exists for which
people would prefer ridesharing to solo driving.
Additionally, trips whose origins and destinations
fall within close proximity to the LA Metro Red Line
can, in fact, be used to feed transit. The mobile
application developed as part of this research
will be field-tested in a later study so that the
preliminary functionality can be assessed.

WHAT IS THE BENEFIT?
Ridesharing has the potential of augmenting
transit demand by solving the first mile/last mile
problem in transportation which is defined as the
preclusion of many potential transit riders whose
trip origins and destinations fall too far out of range
from a transit station for convenient access via
walking or bicycling. With higher transit ridership
stemming from improved access, some of the key
transportation issues in California such as urban
congestion and excessive vehicular emissions can
potentially be reduced.

FIGURE 2: Los Angeles Metro Red Line
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FIGURE 1: Screen example of matched results
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